Tailored Business Solutions
Better serve businesses of every size and kind

Right-sized business solutions
Our tiered approach to business banking lets you offer right-sized solutions to every kind and size of
business. Currently, over 1 million business clients use the Q2 Digital Banking Platform.
We can help you deliver functionality tailored to microbusinesses just starting out; growing small businesses
who are mobile-focused; middle market clients requiring advanced payments and reporting; and large
corporate clients in need of advanced features such as positive pay, international and real-time payments,
ERP integrations, and BAI reporting—all from a single platform architecture.

Available functionality
Micro and small business clients will have access to features like basic entitlements and payments,
but you’ll be able to offer a wide range of functionality to commercial clients with more advanced needs.
These features include:

ACH

Wire

• Same day ACH

• USD, FX

• ACH Reversal

• Single Wire

• Batch Upload

• Multi Wire

• Batch Collection
and Payment

• Prefunding

• ACH Pass Thru
• State Tax,
Federal Tax
• Payroll
• Prefunding
• ABA Lookup
• Freeform
Company Entry
Description

• ABA Lookup
• Batch Wire
Upload
• Recipient Upload
from Batch
• Real Time
Incoming/
Outgoing
Wire Alerts
• Purpose of Wire

Positive Pay
• Integrated
Positive Pay

Reporting
• Corporate
Dashboard

• Check Positive Pay • Account Labels
• Check Payee
Match

• RT Balance and
Transactions

• ACH Positive Pay

• BAI – IR Reporting

• ACH Positive Pay
Filter/Block

• File Mapper

• Teller Positive Pay

• Private/Shared
Reports

• Reverse
Positive Pay

• Wire Activity
Reporting

• Auto Processing

• Account
Aggregation
• Online Statements
• Prior Day, Current
Day, Real Time
• Multiple Export
Options

Administration
• Approve Single
Transaction
• Approve Multiple
Transactions
• Advanced User
Management
• Recipient
Management
• Template
Management
• Token Approvals
• Restrictions by
Time/Day
• Restrictions by IP
• Policy Tester
• Enrollments

Seamless integration with ERP
and compliance tools
We integrate seamlessly with advanced tools that boost efficiency and
create better experiences for your business customers. For corporate
users, we integrate directly with ERP tools, giving easy access to digital
banking through their preferred business applications—including
Salesforce, Oracle, Expensify, SAP Business One, Microsoft Dynamics,
and many others.
To help your business accounts maintain compliance and avoid fraud,
we also integrate with Exact/TMS, a comprehensive positive pay and
account reconciliation solution.

Our usability-tested business
banking experience makes
it easier to manage multiple
accounts, locations, and users.

RTP and Smart Payments
Real-Time Payments (RTP) will enable contextual conversations about,
and corrections to, requests for payment. Remittance data will travel
with the payment, creating better experiences for payers, suppliers, and
financial institutions.
But not all businesses are confident about which payment options
best fit their needs—especially with RTP entering the mix. To put their
minds at ease and improve usability, we offer a guided Smart Payments
workflow for micro and small business users.
For more information, go to Q2.com or call (833) 444-3469.
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